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:  1><5=5

Choose the correct answer :

(a) 0-1 Nm

Molar concentration of a 01 iV sulphuric acid solution is

(i) 01 M (n) 0-2 M

(iU) 0 05 M (w)

(b) 25 °C *11^ pH 4 "SIH 7-0. ^ pH '4 "SIH
At 25 °C the pH value of pure water is 7-0. With rise in temperature, the
value of pH will

(i)

remain same

(ii)

decrease

(iU)

increase

(w) a«csi ̂  ̂

first increase and then again decrease
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(c) RQl'ilM W5I (a) ̂  (t,/^) ̂  "sn^ >|^f«hCl)l
The relation between the initial concentration (a) and half-life period (f,^) of
a second-order reaction is

(i) ty^ oc a

m

fiii} ty oc -L

(iv) ty^ oc a°

(d) ^ 'SIH ?

For which of the following processes, enthalpy of the system remains
constant?

(i) 2PIR®f

Adiabatic expansion

(ii) 3ih*f

Isothermal expansion

(id) £RR®I

Isobaric expansion

(iv) WrRr$%2PIH«I

Isochoric expansion

For a system to be at equilibrium, the value of AG at constant temperature
and pressure is to be

(i)

positive

(ti)

negative

(id)

zero

(iv)

None of the above
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2. : 2x5=10

Answer the following questions :

(a) I 1+1=2

State Henry's law. Write one limitation of it.

(b) '5Rt®R ? ̂l3 ̂  "oll^ ♦RT sra® C5RT ^*R
1 + 1=2

What do you mean by salt hydrolysis? Why a salt formed from strong acid
and strong base does not undergo hydrolysis?

(c) <4^ RQI'^H 10 ROpiUciui^ 75% i^siH
wnf^? 2
Half-life of a first-order reaction is 10 minute. How much time will it take
to complete 75% of the reaction?

(d) 1% ? WH 4^ 2IW ^ ? 1+1=2
What is Joule-Thomson effect? Why do ideal gases not show this effect?

(e) ^ ̂ '5,'3R% af^pn ^ ̂  ̂  aiRaiRM ^
\5I<S^ I 2

Show that in an irreversible process, net entropy change for the system
and surroundings is greater than zero.

3. ^»R C^lwi a?R 1%^ : 5
Answer any one of the following questions :

(a) (i) ar55R ̂  ^ • 3
Discuss the basic principle of steam distillation.

(ii) 5-4 arsf (^6^12^6) 2fR ai^ (i) ^
(2) ' 1+1=2
5*4 g glucose (^6^12^6^ dissolved in 30 g water. Calculate the
(1) molality and (2) mole fraction of glucose in the solution.
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C^Wl^l j^.4^5
What do you mean by solvent extraction? Show that multi-step solvent
extraction is more efficient than single-step extraction.

4. ^ SOT ̂  : 5
Answer any one of the following questions :

(a) (i) <trl<ijv!>l 1?!^ Roi I AgCl ̂  ^

lVa+iy2=3

Define solubility product. What is the relation between solubility and
solubility product for AgCl?

fa) 500 1%. 01 M CH3COOH ̂  500 f^. R IM CHaCOONa
^ 'wm W pH 5f«RT ̂  I (CH3C00H'^ P-'^a^ ̂  4*76) 2

Calculate the pH of a buffer solution prepared by mixing 500 ml
01 M CH3COOH and 500 ml 1 M CH3C00Na. {pK of CH,COOH
is 4-76) ^

(b) (i)

Show that

P^w = PH + pOH 1

(ii) % 'W ̂  ̂ .ilRs^ »RT (SNI ̂ *14 pfR
SRWiPt W I 4
When a salt of weak acid and strong base is hydrolyzed, then deduce
the expression for pH of the resulting solution.

5. C^ICTf "5]^ snjR : 3Vix2=7

Answer any two of the following questions :

(a) 2A -> products ̂  ^ i
RQt»<iM a^RiB Rn i 2V2+1=31/2
Derive an expression for the rate constant of a second-order reaction,
2A -> product. Write the expression for half-life period of this reaction.
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(b) *li^ 1^ RQp<)i "siFT 35 °C
^B^Svspst^ 45 °C ^•®®l ■^'^ST R(3l»^iaJM li^«[ *li^ ̂  1^"# I l+2V2=3Va
What is meant by energy of activation of a reaction? The rate constant for
a first-order reaction at 45 °C is twice of that at 35 °C. Find the energy of
activation of the reaction.

(c) ■RI^rh ^ ̂  ^<#1 Rftr I RRpih ir w
»lSi^dDl 'JINH ̂  I 1 V2+2=3 Vi
Write the differences between order and molecularity of a reaction.
Explain the method for the determination of order of a reaction by half-life
method.

6. R ^ 2n3^ ̂  : 4y2x2=9
Answer any two of the following questions :

(a) (i) 2 Wf*f CW 300 K WoTo SPfRsf
15 Ri^m 'RT 30 R|t5R wR ̂  t«Rt ̂  I 2
2 moles of an ideal gas undergoes isothermal reversible expansion
from 15 lit to 30 lit at 300 K. Calculate the work done.

(ii) RwiR Cp "^I^R ̂  I 2Vi
Establish a relationship between Cp and Cy thermodynamically.

(b) (i) RRri xsin *1^ ♦iR?^ ̂ 5iR= ♦iRiixRR Wo
I  1 + 1 '/2=2ya

What is heat of reaction? Establish a mathematical relation between
change in internal energy and change in enthalpy.

(ii) 500 K ̂  300 K
1®HT I 2
For a heat engine, the source is at 500 K and sink is at 300 K.
Calculate the efficiency of the engine.

(c) (i) i£iR Wf*f ^<3R% W5f%I RRR CT, 1 3»/a

Show that for a reversible adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas
ryY-1 = constant.

(ii) TasJTR®!^ ^511^ RRlilH ^ ^
Why hydrogen and helium gases show heating effect in
Joule-Thomson expansion?
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7. ̂  ̂ C^TCSTt <ai5t 2RR ̂  1^ : 7

Answer any one of the following questions :

(a) (i) ^-^9# #BFR ■^HT'IIT ^ I 2
Explain the second law of thermodynamics in terms of entropy.

(U) ^ *ff^ 'RJW >ir5R •ifvoS*^vs\sH ()vg>|!j^ vb||(;ort||>^| ^ I
C<PHc5| ■^S'^vsvai 1^e|lR itC»fraT I 2+1=3

Discuss the criteria of spontaneity of a process in terms of entropy
and Gibbs' free energy. Which one of these is more useful to predict
the spontaneity of a process—give reason.

(Hi) RQpiiicw 27 °C ^<|8vo|\o •1^'M : 2
Predict whether the following reaction is spontaneous or not at
27 "C :

4NH3(g) + 502(g) ̂  4NO(g) + 6H20{1)
AH = 9080 J mol"^ AS = 35-7 J K"^ mol"^

(b) (i) 'RFivS ^3R ^ (?r5;Q^ I ^ ̂^3t5t Tj
^2^ Wf T'aFR 4<.^, cvsciR'^^f <pi<(tf"spvs|<^ a^PT^IPl ̂ ^>8^ 1 1+4=5
Show different steps of a Camot cycle schematically. If a Camot
engine working between two temperatures 7^ and 72, then derive an
expression for efficiency of the engine.

(U) Cffsgi (?l sSfSl 4Ti:4, ASyjjiygrse = 2
Show that for a reversible process, =0.
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( Old Course )

Full Marks : 48

Pass Marks : 19

Time : 3 hours

The figures in the margin indicate full marks, for the questions

1. : 1x5=5

Choose the correct answer :

(a) "5^

The solubility of gas in liquid is maximum at

(i) % ^

low temperature, high pressure

(ii) ^

high temperature, low pressure

(Hi) ^ ^ ̂«f®

high temperature, high pressure

(iv)

low temperature, low pressure

(b) AlCl3^ (S) ̂  W5I (^sp)^
The relation between solubiUty (S) and solubiUty product (K^^) for AICI3 is

(i) if3p=s2 m ̂ sp=9s3

= 27 ^sp = ̂sp

(a) ^ 2114^145 9fn?^ (a) ̂  (f,/j ̂  ^*4

The relation between the initial concentration (a) and half-life period {tyj of
a second-order reaction is

(i) ty^oca (^)

(in) ty^oca^ (iv)
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(d) SJ*PR ^IFl

Enthalpy of neutralization for strong acid and strong base is

(i) -57 kJ

(ii) -57x10^ kJ

(iii) 5*7 kJ

(w) 27 kJ

(e) CTOI

For a system to be at equilibrium the value of AG at constant temperature
and pressure must be

(i) AGp ji > 0

(ii) AGp p ̂  0

(iii) AGp ^ 0

(iv) AGp -p =0

2. 2x5=10

Answer the following questions :

(a) ^ ̂  I 2

State and explain Raoult's law.

(b) ^ I 2
What is common-ion effect? Explain with example.

(c) 'RpSFs I 2
Describe the half-life method for determination of order of a reaction.

(d) SfSR ? l*n=2
What is Joule-Thomson effect? Why do ideal gases not show this effect?

(e) 'RFFS ^ '^11^ ̂  ' 2
State and explain the second law of thermodynamics in terms of entropy.
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3. C^T??n : 5

Answer any one of the following questions :

(a) (i) 5-4 aPl (^6^12^6) ^ (1) "Sf'sllPlfD ̂
(2) «aT??n 1^"# ̂  I 1+1=2

5-4 g glucose (CgHjgOe) dissolved in 30 g water. Calculate the
(1) molality and (2) mole fraction of glucose in the solution.

(ii) ^IT'ITI ̂  I ^ %«IT I 2+1=3
State and explain Henry's law. Write two limitations of it.

(b) (i) ^ C5ro %«fT (1^ Cipm : 2x2=4

Write short notes on (any two) :

(1)

Azeotrope

(2) ^1?!^ 1^?p«R

Solvent extraction

(3)

Steam distillation

(ii) cffBl ^ ̂ ^ I 1

Mention two factors on which solubilily of solid in liquid depends.

4. ̂ 514 ̂  (M?t\ 2I*R ^

Answer any one of the following questions :

(a) (i) I pH + pOH = pJir^. 1+1=2
Define ionic product of water. Show that, pH + pOH = pif^.

__ ^ w
-K^h = IF'- 1+2=3

b

What do you mean by salt hydrolysis? In case of a salt formed from

strong acid and weak base, show that hydrolytic constant, = -^•
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(b) (i) WR f?:®! 1^1 50f^. 01 M CH3COOH ^Sfi^ 50 1^,1%.
1 M CHgCOONa ^ £1^ ̂  WR ̂5^ pH R W «f«HT W I
(CH3COOHR pK^ =4-76) 1+2=3

Define buffer capacity. Calculate the pH value of a solution obtained

by mixing 50 ml 0*1 M CH3COOH and 50 ml lAfCH3COONa.
(plir^ of CH3COOH is 4*76)

(ii) 50 1^. 1^. 0*02 M CaClj 50 R 1^. 0*004 M Na2S044
CaS04 ^*4 (?1 ̂  ^ I [CaS04R ifgpR

^ 2*4x10"® (moles L'^f] 2

50 ml 0*02 AfCaClQ solution is mixed with 50 ml 0*004 MNa2S04
solution. Find whether CaS04 be precipitated in the mixture or not?
[i^gp for CaS04 is 2*4x10"® (moles L"V]

5. ̂ 55R ft C^ICTT <il^ 2RR ftr?r( : 7

Answer ainy one of the following questions :

(a) (i) RQpiii, 2A -»products fti^PlR
>il(7lftftRrR^t=^^ I 2+2=4

Derive the integrated rate equation for second-order reaction
2A —> product Write two characteristics of such reaction.

(ii) 'ffel ftftRfR 'iftpR ft?n I 27 °C ftft̂ n
10 °C ̂  ̂ft^5f ftftRR SF^ TR ^ ̂ 1 ftftRldSR iftpR "ll^

1+2=3

Define activation energy of a reaction. When the temperature of
reaction occurs at 27 °C is increased by 10 °C, the rate constant of

the reaction becomes double. CEilculate the energy of activation for

the reaction.

(b) (i) (R SfVR-^psR ftftp^n 75% W ftftpwbR

Show that the time required to complete 75% of a first-order
reaction is two times the half-life period of the reaction.

(ti) ^ VS'R^ ftftRIR ̂  ^ RIRUI ̂  I 2
Explain how rate of a reaction depends on temperature and
concentration of the reactants.
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(ivi) RQpiii I 1+1=2

What is pseudo first-order reaction? Give one example.

6. v55]^ ̂  C^n?n ̂  2RR 1^ : 4Vax2=9

Answer any two of the following questions :

(a) (i) 2 WK 300 K ^
15 ♦RT 30 l»|ii)|^ ^*^51 <PI<R 'STFT t^®(^ I 2
2 moles of an ideal gas undergo isothermal reversible expansion
from volume 15 lit to 30 lit at 300 K. Calculate the work done.

(ti) RQpiii 1^ ? •'^i^PfRvs »i)^ *iR^vsh >£i^T'?n»iPR 'sn^ «fif«lj^
i?i*R ̂  I 1+1 y2=2'/2

What is heat of reaction? Establish a mathematical relation between
change in internal energy and change in enthalpy.

(b) (i) I (Tffsin (?i wK ^ >4^ '9«n^ ̂  ̂  i 1+2=3
Define Joule-Thomson coefficient. Show that the value of this
coefficient for an ideal gas is zero.

(ti) ^5fRs ^(?3psi%i I 1 Va
Write the differences between reversible and irreversible processes.

(c) (i) ^31^ I (Tf5^ (?l CW ^3^51
I  1+11/2=21/2

State Hess law. Show that Hess law is a corollary of first law of
thermodynamics.

(ti) ♦ni#! 9m (f^ C^51(?n : 2
Write differences (any one) :

(1) 3R<?ii5fPf
Bond enthalpy and Bond dissociation enthalpy

(2)
Adiabatic change and Isothermal change
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7. C^F1(?TI ̂  : 3*/ax2=7

Answer any two of the following questions ;

(a) Tj ̂  T2«
^ I 3'/2

Derive an expression for efficiency of a Carnot engine working between -

two temperatures Tj and Tj.

(b) I 1^ ? C?5[^ CT ̂  ^sfpK
STRI ̂  ^ 1^2^ 'rayfRef cm v£|^ •q'sf

AS = Rln^ l+'/2+2=3ya

Define entropy. What is its unit? Show that if an ideal gas is expanded
isothermally and reversibly from volume to Vq, then entropy change for
one mole gas is

Vo
AS = Rln-^

(c) Rr^i >4^ ♦RT ^s-^vivoM
T5vo5i^ '4I1W1HI ^1 ^ *11% CW ^^vap ^ niol"^ ^
ASyap = 109-38 JK~1 mol"^ «fl% j+j
Write Gibbs-Helmholtz equation. From this equation, discuss the criteria
of spontaneity of a reaction. If AH^^p =40-8 kJ mol~^ and
AS„^„ ~ 109-38 JK~^ mol~^ of water, calculate the temperature at whichVcip

vaporization of water is feasible.

★ ★ ★
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